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1. Introdwtim 
It was recently proved by A. Susfin [lo] that the groups GL,(k[Xl, . . l , XJ) are 
generated by their elementary and diagonal elements, for k a field and m 2 3. The 
case pn = 2, n = 1 has long been understood in terms of both generators and 
relations (see [6], or Theorem 2 below); the sitlration m = 2, n > 1 is more compli- 
cated. It is a well-known fact that these general inear ;groups are not generated by 
their elementary and diagonal elements (see [2], or section 3 below), but that the 
subgroup generated by these, which is denoted GE*, admits a structural description 
like the case (6 = 1 (see Proposition 5); explicitly 
G&(k[Xr, . . .9 Xl)= GL(k) * Bz(k[& . .9 XI), (1) 
B2Wl 
where Bz, denotes the lower triangular group. I will &UW, among other thirigs, that 
the entire group GL2(k[Xl, . . . , X,,]) admits a non trivial free product decom- 
position (i.e. does not satisfy the fixed point axiom, ir, the language of [S]) A *B C, 
where A, as in the case of GE2, is G&(k) (Theorem 3). The subgroup C (which 
appears as W in the theorem) is “non-canonical” and somewhat difficult to 
describe; but it properly contains &(k[Xl, . . . , XJ), and enables one to see in a 
precise way how elements of GL&[Xl, . . . , Xti]) can fail to lie in G&. These 
results were announced in [ 131. 
The two variable case relates directly to the well-known Jacobian conjecture 
(Section 5). I have shown in Section 5 how the proper containment GL&[X, Y]) 
GE2(k[X, Y]) lies at the .heart of the problerr;‘; ” Thus a weak version of the 
conjecture is proved which involves GE2 instead of G&, a& the full conjecture is 
restated as a matrix problem. 
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Notation. The notation A *g C, where A, B and C are groups, denotes the free 
product of A and C amalgamated along the common subgroup B. If G is a gi.oup, 
A and C subgroups, with B = A fl C, such that the induced map A *B C + G is an 
isomorphism, I do not hesitate to write G = A *B C. Throughout this discussion, 
“ring” means “commutative ring”. For R a ring, R* denotes its group of units. 
2. On amalgamations of groups 
Let G be a group, and let I and J be subsets of G. Denote by w(1, J) the set of 
formal “words” spelled using elements of I and J in alternating fashion, including 
an empty word. If w E %V(I, J), let ]wl denote the element of G obtained by 
multiplying the “letters” of w in order. 
Let A and C be subgroups of G with B = A n C, and take 1 and J to be systems 
of non-trivial right coset representatives of A and C, respectively, modulo B. Let 
p : B Y “ur(I, J)+ G be the map which sends (b, w) to blw]. The following propo- 
sition is a consequence of basic properties of amalgamations, and will not be proved 
here (see [5], [9]). 
Proposition 1. With G, A, B, C, I, J, and p as above, these conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G=A *BC 
(ii) p is bijective. 
(iii) G is generated by A and C, and whenever p(b, w) = 1, then w is empty (and 
b=l). 
Suppose G = A *g C, and I and J are coset representatives as above. Let g E G. 
The element (6, w) E B x “h “(I, J) such that p(b, w ) = g is called the normal form of g 
(with respect o the decomposition and the choices of I and J). The length of g is 
the length (number of letters) of w. 
Now suppose H is a subproup of G. Write AH for A n H, and similarly for B 
and C. 
Proposition 2. Suppose the conditions of Proposition 1 hold. Then H = AH *B, C’H if 
(and only if) His generated by AH and CH. 
Proof. TShe set I may be chosen so that IH = I n H is a system of non-trivial right 
coset representatives of AH modulo BH, and similarly for J. Then the diagram 
BH x w(k, JH)-H 
n n 
BxYV(I,J) +G 
commutes. The proposition follows easily by applying (iii) of Proposition 1 to H. 
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Proposition 3. suppose G = A *B C, and suppose r : G +A is a retraction 
homomorphism. Suppose A0 is a subgroup of A which acts transitively on B\A. Let 
CO = ?(A& C, Bo = A0 n B. Tk;l,en ?(Ao) = A0 *By CO.,_, 
Proof. It follows from the fact that A0 acts transitively on SIA that we may choose 
the coset representatives I and J so that i c Ao:and .T c CO. It is clear that if g E G 
has normal form (b, w) then g E r”(Ao) if and only if b E Bo; Therefore r‘-‘(Ao) is 
generated by A0 = ?(Ao)nA and Co- ?(Ao) n C The proposition now follows 
from Proposition 2. 
Proposition 4. Suppose G = A *g C, and suppose H is a subgroup of G containing 
A. Let I and J be coset representatives as above, and let 5 be the set of all h E H of the 
form h =clal l l l ct_lat-lct, t 2 0, with al, . . . , ut-l E I, cl, . . . , cc E J, such that 
clal l 9 8 c,-la,-lc,& H if 0~ s < t. Then W = B9 is a subgroup of H containing 
HnC,B=AnW,andH=A*gW. 
Proof. Let F = s-(1}, and I let W1 = W(I, 9). Consider the map B x Wl + H 
which sends (b, w) to blw 1. This map is apparently injective, since the W(1, J) 
normal forms of elements of F begin and end with elements of J. One easily verifks 
the map is surjective also, by taking an arbitrary h E H and “grouping” its W(I, J) 
normal form to get an element of WI which maps onto h. So once one shows that 
W = BZF is a subgroup, then it follows that B = A n W and that F is a system of 
non-trivial right coset representatives of W modulo El; the proposition will then 
follow from Proposition 1. 
Let W = W(1, J), and let 9 be the set of all w E W such that 1,~ 1 E S Note that 
SFB c W: for if w E B, with Iwl= clal l l l ct-la,-lct, and if b E B, then lwlb = blw’l 
with Iw’l =c;cri l l . &a:-& obtained by “moving b past /WI”. If w%@, then 
c\ai l . l c:_la:_lc: E H, Fvhere 0~s ct. But since B C= H, this implies that 
clal 9 l l cS_la,_lc, E H, a contradiction. Therefore w’ c B and lwlb = b’lw’l E BlF = 
w. 
Similarly one sees that 9-l c W: for if w E 9!, witt lw I= clal * l l cl-lat-lcz E S9 
then 
I I W 
-1 
= c~la~&$ l l l al’c;’ = blw’l, 
where W’E W, Iw’~=&z~-~c:_~ . e l ai& To see that W’E sje, suppose that 
c:a:-lc:+ l . l a:ci E; H, with 0 6 i < t. Then ~~t_~ct-l l l - QiQ E H, a contradiction. 
Hence W’E @, so Iwl-’ = t;lw’l E BS= WI 
To prove that W is a subgroup it remains to show that 9 l $6 W. I claim if w, 
W’E a, and if (b, v) is the normal form of Iwl Iw’lV then v begins and ends with 
elements of J, or else is empty. FQ~* if Iw[= clal l l l ct-blut-lcE, Iw8[ = 
c;i2; l l ~.~~-~a~-.&, and if v of the normal form of Iwl lw’l ends with an element of 
I, then t > r and 
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But this implies c~-,cE~.-~ 8 l - ct-lar-l E H, and so clal l l l ct-r-2at-r-2ct-,-1 E H, a 
contradiction, since w E 3. Similarly v does not begin with an element of I: 
In view of the bijection B x 3Vl-, H and the claim of the preceding paragraph, it 
follows that for W, w’ E 98, /w 1 lw’l has a unique factorization 
blWl4~2l~z l l 8 I~~_~la,-~lw,l with bEB; wl,. . . , w,E%?; and al,. . .ra,-l~I. 
Therefore lw’l= blul lwrlarlw&~2 l l l Iw,-&&,-~lw,l where u E%, and Iwl-‘b = 
b&l. According to the claim, the normal form for b&llwll is blyl, where lyl= 
cia\ l a 9 ~~_~a~-~c~ E H so that 
lw’l= b’cial l l l d-d-I&llw2la2~ l * lw-II&-IlWrl* 
But since Iw’l~9, rmust be l.Therefore Iwllw’l=bJw& whichshowsthat 94~ 
W, and concludes the proof. 
Theorem 1. Suppose G is a functor from rings to groups which preserves monomor- 
phisms (so that if RI c R2, we may write G(R& G(R2)), and suppose A and Care 
subgroup functors. Set B = A n C, and assume further that 
(i) There is a natural retraction r = G + A 
(ii) If L is a field, then G(L) = A(L) *B(L) C(L) 
(iii) If L is a field, X a variable, then A(L[X]) = A(L) *g(L) B(L[X]) 
(iv) If K is a principal ideal domain with field of fractions L, then A(K) acts 
transitively on B (L)\A(L). 
Then if K is a principal ideal domain, and R = K[Xl, . . . , Xn], where X1, . . . , Xn 
are variables (n Z= 0), there is a subgroup W c G(R) such that W 2 C(R ), A(K) fl 
W = B(K), and G(R)= A(K) *n(K) W. The containment W 3 C(R) is equality if 
and only if G(R) is generated by A(K) and C(R). 
Remark. As the proof w 11 indicate, the subgroup W depends on the choice and 
ordering of the variables Xi, . . . , Xn. W is not functorial in any sense. 
Proof. (of Theorem 1): For n = 0, K a field, one may take W = C(K), according to 
(ii). 
Note that the last statement of the theorem follows from the rest. 
I claim that if the theorem holds for a fixed integer n = noa 0 whenever K is a 
field, then it holds for n = no when K is any principal ideal domain. In particular, if 
L is a field, the theorem holds for n = no when K = L[X]. Therefore, letting 
R =L[&, . . . , &,+I], 
G(R)=A(L[XJ) * w 
B(UX11) 
= A(L) B~Lj WKI) BcL;x,l, W (by (iii)) 
= A(L) * W, 
B(L) 
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which shows that the theorem holds for IZ = no+ 1 when K is a field. Thus the 
theorem follows by induction on.ce the claim is established. 
Let K be a principal ideal domain, L its field of fractions. Let R = 
Wl, l l l 9 X,], G = G(R), A = A(L), and B*= B(L). Since we are assuming the 
theorem holds for L, let Q be the subgroup of * G> containing C(R) whose .existence 
is asserted. Then G = A *g 0. Let R0 = KIXl, . . . , X,], Go = G(RO), A0 = A(K), 
Bo = B(K). Let I = G + A be the retraction induced by setting. Xl = l l l = Xw = 0, 
Since A0 acts transitively on B\A, by (iv), one may apply Proposition 3 to get 
?(Ao) = A0 *g, Qo, where Qo = ?(&) n Q. Then A* c Go c ?(A@), and clearly 
C(Ro) c Qo, so Proposit ion 4 gives the subgroup W containing GO n Qo (and hence 
containing C(R0)) such that ADA W = Bo and Go = A0 *go W. This shows that the 
theorem holds for K, and completes the proof. 
3. The group GL#[& . . . 9 Xn J) 
For any ring #R the subgroup of GLz(R) generated by elementary matrices is 
denoted as us14 by E*(R), and the subgroup generated by Ez(R) and the diagonal 
matrices in GL2(R) is denoted GE*(R). The lower triangular group is denoted 
&(R ). 
If R is a Euclidean domain, then of course E2(R) = SLz(R) and GEz(R) = 
GLdR ). 
One of the goals of this section is to show that, for K a principal ideal domain and 
R=KIX1,..., X,], the group GLz(R) is the free product of GLz(K) and another 
subgroup W, yet to be described, along their intersection Bz(K). The following well 
known theorem describes the case rt = 1, K a field. 
Theorem 2. (Nagao [6]) Let L be a field, X an inde?e;-minant. Then GLz(L[X]) = 
GL2W*B,(L> B2GWI). 
Since GEz(R)= GLz(R) for R = L or L[X], this th 2orem is a consequence- of
Proposition 5. Let K be an integral domain, X1, . . . , X, indeterminants, and R = 
K[Xl, . . ‘3 XJ. Then G&(R) = GEz(K) *&(K) Bz(R). 
Proof. The group G = G&(R) is obviously generated by the subgroups G.&(K) 
and B2(R), and GE;?(K) f7 B*(R) = Bz(K). Let I and J be sets which are systems of 
non-trivial right coset representatives of GEz(K) and &(R), respectively, mod& 
B2(K). In fact, choose for J the set 
E B2(R)lf(0,. m . , O)=O, f# 0). 
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Let w= ‘JV(I,J) and p :B x ‘TV+ G be the map which sends (b, w) to 61~1. By 
Proposition 1, it suffices to show that if p(b, w)= 1, then w is empty. 
Suppose 
al,..., a,EI;cl,...,cpzJ, withci= 
and let di be the total degree of fi in X1, . . . , X,. I claim that deg(crar . * l ~~a,) = 
deg(clal l l l c,-~u,-~c,) = dl + l l l + d,, where degree refers to the polynomial 
grading on the K-algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over R. More strongly, for the purpose 
of induction, it will be shown that if 
* * 
Clffl l l l c,-la,-lC, = 2 = ( 1 l-2 g’ 
then deg(z) = deg(h) = dl + l l l + d,, and deg h > deg g. For s = 1 this is apparent. 
For s > 1, we have inductively 
cj.a1 l l l cS-2aS-2cS-1 = y = 
with deg(y) = dl + l l l + dS-l = deg(h’)> deg(g’). Write 
since as-l ti &(K), ~~12 # 0. Thus direct computation shows that 
* ?ic 
w-1 = ( ) u v 
with dl+- l l +ds_l= deg(ya,--1) = deg(v)a deg(u). Hence 
c * * z = yus-lcs = cla l l c,-la,-lc, = \u+ufi > v ’ 
and deg(z) = deg(u + vfi) = dl + l l l + d,, and the claim is proved. 
It follows immediately from the claim that if p(b, w ) = 1, then w is empty. This 
proves the proposition. 
Proposition 6. Let K be a principal ideal domain, L its field of ‘fractions. l&(K) 
acts transitively on Bz(L)\GLz(L). 
Proof. Let 
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Multiplying on the left by a diagaonal element of GIL&L), we may assume QI~ 1, 
~~12 E K and gcd(all, Q= 1. The row (cY~~,_LY~~) can be. completed into an 
element 
b ( a11 = :12 of GL2(K), * * 
and ab-’ E B*(L), i.e. u = b mod B;(L) acting on the left, 
Theorem 3. Let K be a principal ideal domain, and let R = K[Xl, . . . , XJ. There is 
a subgroup W of GLz(R) Containing B2(R) such that GL2(K)n W = B&C) and 
G&(R) = GL2W) *B,(K) w. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 by taking the functors G, A, and B as follows: 
for R a ring let G(R) = GLz(R[X]), A(R)= GLz(R), and C(R)= Bz(R[X]). Then 
B(R) = A(R)n C(R) = Bz(R). The retraction I : G + A of (i) is the one induced by 
setting X = 0; (ii) and (iii) both follow from Theorem 2; and (iv) is Proposition 6. 
Corollary 1. Let K, R, and W be as in the theorem. Let H E GLa(R j be the subgroup 
generated by E2(R) and GL2(K ). Then GLz(R) = H *By WI 
Proof. H is generated by G&(K) and Bz(R), and W contains Bz(R), SO 
GL2(R)= G&(K) * w 
B2W) 
= GL2(K) * &(R) * W 
BdK) BAR 1 
=H * W. 
BdR )
Corollary 2. Suppose G&(K) = GLz(lk) (e.g. K is 1~ field or Euclidean domain). 
Then GLz(R) = GEz(R) *(B?(R) W. 
Proof. GE2(R) in this case is the H of Corollary 1. 
Remark. It follows that, for KF R, and W as in the theorem, GE?(R)= GLdR) if 
and only if (i) GE2(K) = GLz(K), and (ii) Bz(R)= W. It will be shown below that 
(ii) is nor satisfied when R :is iiota ,~~ncipal~ide~l~doniain. So  the situation where 
K is a field and n a 2, or K a I&&dean domain, not a field, and n a 1, the 
decomposition of Corollar$2-is non-trivial, Thus the failure of G&(R) to fill up 
GLz(R) is rather striking (for example; ‘GE&R)-is its ‘own nommliier in EL&W. 
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This differs from the case of GL,(R), which, according to [lo], is equal to GE&(R) 
form~3. 
(2) For the case of one variable, let us take apart the machinery in 4ved in the 
proof of Theorem 3 in order to see more clearly how the decomposition of 
GLz(K[ Y]) is obtained. Take K to be a principal ideal domain which is not a field, 
and let L be its field of fractions, Ri = L[ Y], and R = K[ Y]. Let Gi = GLz(L[ Y]), 
A1 = GL*(L), B1 = B*(L), and Cl = &(I?). Then Gl= Al *g, Cl (Theorem 1) 
Let G = GLz(R), A = GLz(K), and B = B&K); and let M =r-‘(A) where 
r : G1 + A1 is induced by setting Y = 0. According to Proposition 3, M = A *(B C 
where 
C = r-l(A)n Cl = ((; 8> ~BdRdlf(OkK}. 
Choose 
The reader will easily verify that 10 and Jo are systems of non-trivial right coset 
representatives of A and C, respectively, modulo B. Since A c G c M, Proposition 
4 says that G = A *g W, where W consists of all elements in M of the form 
bclal 9 9 l cr-lat-lct E G, DO, with bEB; a1 ,..., ar-l&; cl ,..., crdo; and 
cjal l l . c,_~Q,_~c,~ G if 0 <s c t. W contains l&(R), which consists of all elements 
of W whose lengths in M = A *g C are s 1. 
In fact, the containment W 1 B*(R) is proper: for choosing x E h”, such that 
x-l &K. the element 
(,_t, x; 3,z'y ;)(y ;)(_xlly ;)
( l-xY2 x2Y = Y3 1+xY2 > EG 
lies in W, but not in B*(R). This justifies the assertion in the Remark above, in 
the one variable case. The general case follows by noting that if the decom- 
position GLz(R) = H *&(R) W of Corollary I is Lion-trivial (i.e. w g&(R)) for 
n = 1 (and a fixed K), then it is non-trivial for n > 1, since H is stable under 
K-retraction of K [X:, . . . , X,J induced by setting X2 = 0 . l =X, = 0. Thus the 
proper containment W 2 Bz(R) holds whenever R is not a principal ideal 
domain. 
(3) Returning to the one variable situation, and the notation set v.> in (2), 
suppose now that K = kiX] where k is a field. Applying Theorem 1, oa <e may 
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write 
M=A;C 
where A0 = GLz(k), Bo = Bz(k)..I now choose c&et representatives I and J of 140 
and C, respectively, modulo Bo: let 
I 
I=-{ (; ;) IxEk} 
and 
1 0 
J = ((f 1) If. WWI, #O; f(X O)E Xk[X]]. 
Since A0 c G C= M, one may apply Proposition 4 again to get the subgroup W 
containing C such that M = A * 0 ~~ W. This is easily seen to be the same W 
obtained in (2) from the previous decomposition f M; but we now recognize W as 
the set of all elements of M of the form bcIal l l . ~~-~ez,_~c~ E G, $3 0, with b E B; 
ah. l l z at-l E I; and cl, . . . , ct E J such that clal . l ’ ~,-~a~,_~ ti G whenever O< 
s < t. Bz(k[X, Y]), then, consists of all elements of W which are of length sl in M 
with respect o the decomposition M F A0 *b C. h 7 other words, Bz(k[X, Y])= 
G A C. Given any h E M, then k E G&(k [X, Y]) if a. *:d only if all the elements 
in the normal form h have the property that f e k[X,, Y]. Thus one ,notes 
that the decomposition G&(k [X, Y]) = GLz(k)* k(k) Bz(k[X Y]) is a “restriction” 
of decomposition M = Ao*B,C (and also of the decompositi0n.G = Ao*~ W). 
It will come to light in the proof of Theorem‘6 (Section 5) that the Jacobian 
matrix J(q) of a k-automorphism qqof k[X, Y] is in G.&(k[X, Y]), and that there 
is a* length- preserving -Wationship ;-, between. j the ~ :noriri& form- -of. *J(q) in 
G&(k[X, V)F GLz(k) *B~(R)&(~[X, Y]) and the normal form of Q in 
Autti (k W, Yl), which : :is jr an amalgamated. free product (see Theorem 
Section 4). 
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4. The group GA#KfXl, *.. 9 Xl) 
For any ring R we denote by GAm(R) the group of R-algebra automorphisms of 
the polynomial R-algebra R[ Yl, . . . , Y,]. For a more thorough discussion of this 
group than will be presented here, see [ 12, Section 51. The discussion here involves 
only the case m = 2, so the following notation and remarks will be made in that 
context, even though they are valid in the general case (but the ensuing theorem is 
not). 
An R-endomorphism q of R[X, Y] is determined by the vector (F, G) where 
F = Q(X), G = Q(Y); I write Q = (F, G). If Q = (F, G), and @ = (P, Q), then #Q = 
(W', Q), W, QN. 
GAz(R) contains the following subgroups. The subgroup GA!(R) is the group of 
automorphisms of the form (F, G) where F(0, 0) = G(0, 0) = 0. The affine subgroup 
Afz(R) is the group of automorphisms of the form 
(alX+b~Y+cl,a2X+b2Y+c2) where(i: i2)cGLz(R). _ 
2 
The intersection GA!(R)n Afz(R) is isomorphic to GLz(R), and in fact we make 
the identification of GLz(R) as a subgroup of GAz(R) ((CL& G&(R) is identified 
with (a 1 1X + uzl Y, a 12X + a22 Y) E GAz(R)). The inclusion GL $,R)+ Afz(R-) is a 
split monomorphism, so that Afz(R) is the semidirect product GL2 IX Tr2, where 
Tr2 is the group of translations (X + c, Y + d), c, d E R. Tr2 is obl-iously isomorphic 
to ROR. 
The subgroup BA2, the subgroup of “triangular” elements, ccnsists of those of 
theform(uX+f(Y),uY+c)withu,uER*,f(Y)ER[Y],andcE.R.WewriteBA~ 
for 
BAnGAg= K1X+f(Y)9 vY)I u, v e R*, f(Y)e YR[ Y]}; 
and 
Note that 
and this is the subgroup B9 of GL2. Automorphisms of the form (X+f(Y), Y) or 
(XV Y +f(X)) are called elementary automorphisf ns. 
GA2 is generated by GA! and the translations; in fact, GA2 = GA! l Trz, 
although neither of these subgroups is normal. Also BA2 = BA:. Tr2; Af2 = 
GL2 1 X Tr2; and Bf2 = B2 IX Trz. For many purposes we may restrict our attention 
to GA;, for example, in treating the Jacobian problem, which will be described 
later. 
The monoid EndR(R [X, Y]) and hence the group GAa(R)) acts on the matrix 
ring M2(R[X, Y]) on the left in an obvious way. We denote this action by Q l g = 
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*g. It is clear that elements of C&(R) (as contained in G&(R [X, Y)) are fixed by 
this action; furthermore, the action stabilizes &(R[X, Y]). For (o = (F, G)E 
EndR(R[X YI) we form its Jacobian matrix 
I’qtl(. ,A\ . j _.” - _ . . 
t 
J” (Q) = 
Then the formula 
J(Q*) = Jo"pJW 44) 
follows easily from the chain rule, and J(1) = 1. So it follows that if Q E GA&?), 
then J(Q)E GL2(R [X, Y]). It also follows that J restricts to a crossed homomor- 
phism from GAz(R) to GLz(R[X, Y]), i.e. an element of 
H’(GAz(R), GLz(R[X, Y])). The restriction of J to G&(R) (as contained in 
GAz(R )) is the identity. 
For Q E GAz(R), we let j(q) = J(Q)(O, 0) (the scalar matrix obtained from J(p) 
by setting X = Y = 0). Then j(q)e GLz(R), and if we restrict o GA!(R) it is a 
retraction homorphism onto GLz(R). I begin by stating the following classical 
theorem. 
Theorem 4, Let L be a field. Then GAz(L) = Af (L) -+f..lL) BA&) and GA!(L)= 
GLz(L)*BmB&L). 
The fact that GA*(L) is generated by linear and elementary automorphisms was 
proved by Jung [3] and Van der Kulk [ 1 l] (see also [7],;. This is a highIy non-trivial 
fact, and the proof is too long to include here. The strus:tural description of GA&) 
was vaguely given by Van der Kulk, but is proved in tl .e above form in [4], [73, and 
[la]; also it follows from Theorem 5 below, mod 11.3 Jung and Van der Kulk’s 
result. 
The elementary automorphisms in GAz(R) play a role similar to the role of 
elementary matrices in GL*(R), and in fact in&de these elements via the 
identification GLz(R)c GAz(R) described above,. The subgroup of GAz(R) 
generated by these automorphisms, together with the affine ones is called the 
subgroup of tame automorphisms, denoted Tz(R ). Appropriately, we write fl (R) 
for *z(R) n GA!(R). _ 
Proposition 7. Let K be an integral domain. 





T;(K)= GLz(K) * 
Bz(K 1BA%O 
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Proof. The fact that Af” and BA2 generate Tz follows easily from the fact (X, Y + 
f(X)) = (Y, X)(X + f (Y), Y)( Y, X). Since Af2 = GLz l Trz, Bz = Bfz l Trz, and 
BA2 = BAie Tr2, then T2 = T$ Tr2 and it suffices to prove the second statement. 
Choose I and H systems of right coset representatives of G&(K) and BA!(K), 
respectively, modulo B = B;?(K); in fact, take H to be the set {(X- 
f(Y), Y)\f(Y)E Y2K[Y.], 20). Let W= W(I, H), and let p:BX W-,G= T!(K) 
be the map which sends (b, W) to 61~1. Since G& and BA$ generate Tg, it sufhces 
by Proposition 1 to show that if p(b, W) = 1, then w is empty. 
For cp E GAz(K), Q = (F, G), we define the degree of Q to be the maximum of the 
total degrees of the polynomials F and G. Thus if Q E H, then deg(Q)> 1. Let 
a1 9".> a,~I;andy~,..., ‘ys EJ, with ‘yi = (X+fi(Y), Y), di = deg(f;:)=deg(yi). I 
claim that 
More strongly, for the purpose of induction, it will be shown that if Q = 
wn l l l ys-las-lys = (FI G), then deg(Q) = deg(F) = dl. l l d,, and deg(F)> 
deg(G). For s = 1 this is obvious. For s > 1 we have inductively $ = 
ylal l l l ys-2as-2ys-1 = (P, Q) with deg(#) = deg(P) = dl l . . d,-l> deg(Q). Then 
if as-l = (vii) = (vllx + v21 Y, u12X+ u22Y) with ~12 # 0, we have #as-r = 
(UP+ v21Q, ~12Pf u22Q) = (R, S) with deg(rtru,-1) =deg(S)= dl l l l dsMI 3 
d&R ), and Q = #as-l’ys = (R + fs(S), S) = (F” G). Therefore deg(rp) = deg(F) = 
dl l 9 9 ds > deg(G). The claim is proved, and the proposition follows. 
Theorem 5. Let K be a principal ideal domain, and let R = K [Xl, - . . , Xi,]. There is 
a subgroup W of GA!(R) containing BA!(R) such that GLz(K)n W = k(K) and 
GA;(R) = GLz(K) *E.. K) “W. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1, with G, A, and C as follows: For any ring R, let 
G(R)= GA!(R), A(R)=: GL2(R), and C(R)= BA!(R). Then B(R)= Bz(R). The 
homorphism j : G + A gives the required retraction for (i). Theorems 4 and 2 assert 
the conditions (ii) and (iii), respectively; and (iv) is Proposition 6. 
Corollary. Let K be a principal ideal domain, and let W be as in the Theorem, for 
n =O. Then GA:(K)= T!(K) *BAg(K) W. If K is not a field, the containment W 3 
BAi(K) is proper. 
Peoof. By the theorem, 
GA;(K)= GL2(K) * W 
Bz(K 1
= T:(K) * w. 
B&K) 
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TQ prove the last assertion Zneed only to show t;tat the containment GA;(K) 2 
T!(K) is proper when K is not a field. But, in fact, it is known that this containment 
is proper when M is any integral domain which is not a field (see [12, Section 51). 
TLn the situation of the Corollary, let us take a closer look at the subgroup W, and 
in the process, verify the proper containment G&(K)..~ 11$(K) (or, equivalently 
W 2 BA;(K)) when K is a princ_ipal ideal,domain which is not a field. We embed 
G = GA!(K) in G1 = G&(L)= GLz(L)p* Bzg) BAi(L):= Ax *9, Ci where L is. the 
field of fractions of K, A1 = GL2(L), B1 = J&(L), and Cl 7 BAg(L). Let. N = 
j-‘(A), where j : Gi+ A1 is as before, and A = GLg(K). IBy Proposition 3, N = 
A )icg C where B = l&(K) and C = BA$(L)n j-'(A). Let I and H be systems of 
non-trivial right coset representatives of A and C, respectively, modulo B. Choose I 
so that it contains the element 
a= ; ; =(Y,X), ( ) 
and choose H to be the set {(X+-f(Y), Y)l f( Y)E Y*L[ Y], f 0). Since ,sP c G c N, 
Proposition 4 yields the subgroup W which consists of 9 all elements 
aIw1 l -yt-la,-ly,~G with t*O; PEB; arl,...,a+~~I; yl,...,~&T; such 
that ~larl . l . ~s_~cY~~~~s& G if 0 < s < t. Clearly BA:(K) consists of those elements 
of W which are of length one in the decomposition N =.A *B c. 
If K is not a field, W properly contains BAz(K). For, let t E K, $0 be a non-unit, 
and let 7’ = (X +?Y*, Y)E-H, &BAz(K). Then y-l = (X-x-‘Y*, Y)E H. Let 
$ =(X+z3Y2, Y)EH, and let Q =3/ar&~y-‘. A ,slxrt computation shows that 
cp = (F, G), where 
F = X +z-~Y*--z-+~(Y +z3(X +z-‘Y*)*)*, 
G = Y+z3(X+r+’ Y*)*. 
Since F and G are in K[X, Y], and since J’(Q)E GL#,K), it follows that q E G = 
GA!(K) (see [12, Lemma 5.341 or [I, Proposition 4.4 I). Thus one sees that cg E W, 
but Q I?! BA;(K). 
5. The weak Jacobian theorem 
0ne of the outstanding unsolved problems of algebraic geometry isthe Jaoobian 
conjecture, which can be stated as follows: 
Jacobian Conjectum Suppose k is u field of characteristic zero, and Ft , . . . , Fn E 
k[Xl, . . . 9 X,,], such that 
e GL&(k[Xl, l . . ,x,1). 
77zen k[Fl, . . . ,,F,]= k[Xl, . . . , &] (i.e. the polynomials I;;, . . . , F, de 
automorphism of k[Xl, . . . , Xn]). 
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(The converse holds with k being any ring.) 
The conjecture is trivially true for n = 1, but is otherwise unsolved. Much effort 
has been matie +o prove the assertion for n’ = 2, since the automorphism group of 
k[X, Y] is xell understood (see Theorem 4). In this case the problem can be 
restated in term;; of the notation of Section 4 as follows: 
(5) Jacobian Conjecture for n = 2. Suppose k is a field of characteZstic zero, and 
Q =(F, G)EEnd k_alg(k[X, Y]). Then QE GAz(k) if and only if J(Q)G 
GMW, WI). 
My study of the problem has led to the following “weak” version of (5). 
Theorem 6 (Weak Jacobian Theorem). The conjecture (5) holds if one replaces 
GLz(kEX, Yl) by G&&E-T Ylh 
Before proving the theorem, let me acknowledge that this fact may be known 
among some who have studied the problem, but to my knowledge, it does not 
appear elsewhere in the literature. The importance of the statement is that it 
identifies the obstacle for the two variable Jacobian problem as the failure of 
GLz(k[X, Y]) to be generated by its elementary and diagonal elements. This leads 
to a restatement of the problem which will be given later. 
I should also point out that for n > 2 the analogue of this weak theorem is in fact 
the Jacobian conjecture in full strength; for in this case GE,,(k[Xl, . . . , Xm]) is 
equal to GL(k[Xl, . . . , XJ) (see PO1 ; Suslin’s results yield 
GEm(K[Xr, . . . , XJ) = GL,(K[Xl, . . . , XJ) for m 3 3, n 30, k any field.) 
Proof of Theorem 6. T,le “only if” portion of the “weak theorem” appears 
stronger than that of the c onjecture (5), but this is a trivial consequence of Theorem 
4. For suppose Q E GA2(,:). Then Q can be written as a product criyi l l l a,y, with 
a19 l ’ l 9 a, E Afz(k); YI, . . , , y, E BAz(k). Then letting QP~ = cvlyl 4 l l a~-ly~-lcy~ for 
i=l,..., r; and using (4) and the fact that the action of GAz(k) fixes elements of 
G&(k), one concludes th At 
Since J(a+ GLz(k) and “J(n)E Bz(k[X, Y]) for i = 1, l s . , r, this shows that 
J(Q)E GE*(k). (More generally, the argument shows that for any ring R, the 
crossed homomorphism J: GA2(R)+ GLz(R[X, Y]) carried T2(R) into the sub- 
group generated by GLz(R) and &(R[X, Y]).) 
Now suppose Q lend k-alg(k[X, Y]) with J(Q)E. GE?(k[X, Y]). Recalling the 
decomposition GEz(k[X, Y]) = GLz(k) *B2(k) B2(k[X, Y]) of Proposition 5, let 
I=((; ;)l=k), J={(; ;)lfak[X, Y],zO, f(O,O)=O}. 
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The sets I and J are systems of right coset -*epresentatives of G&(k) and1 
&(k[X, Y]), respectiveIy, modulo &(k). For convenience, let us denote by a(x> 
the element 
and write c(f) for 
Note that the action GA&) on GLz(k[X, Y]) stabilizes the set J, and, of course, 
fixes the elements of I. Let (b, w) be the normal form of J(q) with b E B*(k),. 
w E W(I, J). Considering b as an element of GAz(k), we may repIace cp by b-‘cp. 
Since J(b-‘q) = b-’ l ?(q) = 6-l l ‘-‘(b - 1w 1) = Ipwll w 1, this adjustment has the: 
eflect of assuring that b = 1. To prove that cp E GAz(k), induction will be performed 
on the length m of w. 
If m = 1, then J(q) is in .I or J. The former case obviously implies y, E Afz(k). In 
the latter case, we have J(q) = e(f) with af/aX = 0. Therefore f E k[ Y], and q = 
(X+g(Y), Y), where g’(Y)=f(Y), SCI qeBA~(k). 
If m > 1, and w begins with an element of 1, say Q E I, then we simply replace ly, 
by a-lp to shorten the length of J(q) by one. Likewise if w ends with an element u 
of 1, replace Q by cpa-l to see that Q E GA*(k). So suppose J(Q)= 
clal l * •c~-~u,-~c~ with ci=C(fi)EJ for i=l,. . . ,t; and ai=a(xi) for i= 
1 ,...,t-l.ItwiIIbeshownthatf+k[Y]. 
For any f e k[X, Y], #O, let e(f)E Z + Z be the pair (n, r) where d is the X 
degree off and r is the maximum Y-degree at which the X-degree is attained; i.e. if 
f=zfi(X)Yi, then r=max((j]degfi=d). Define &:O)=(-l,O). Then e(fg)= 
e(f)+ s(g). Ordering Z x 2 lexicographically, one easily verifies that if e(f)> t(g) 
hm 6(f +g) = 4‘(f )- 
Fori=l,...,tletei=:clal l l l ci--lai-lCiy and let 6 = t(fi). Write 
ei = 
I claim that [(hi) = & + l l q + &; t(gi)= & + l l * -t & (OK (-1,O) if i = 1); <I(hi)> S(Si); 
and t(gi)> k(qi)* For i = 1, these statements are clearly true, so suppol;e i > 1, and 
that they hold for i - 1 
ei = ei-l&-lCi 
qi-1 + (fi: -t %-1)&-l &-1 




e(S)= e(Si-1 + (fi + Xi-lki-1) 
= e((fi +Xi-l)gi-l)= 5th +&-1)+&k-l) 
= EM)+ fki-1) 
=Ei+e2+’ ’ l +tji-l 
>&+* l ’ +6-l = c(gi-1) zz 5(9i) 
Similarly, _, 
which proves the claim. Now let us examine 
J(p)=e,=(; @J. t 
It has been shown that t(gt) = & + 0 l - + &, and [(ht) =z & + l l l +&. Thus if e(gt) = 
(d, r), then t(h,) = (d + &, r + tl) where (nl, rr) = & = &fi). One also knows that 
ag,/a Y = ah,/aX, since e, is a Jacobian matrix. Clearly e(agt/a Y),c (n, P - 1); also 
&(ahl/aX) s (n + n 1 - l,r+rr)withequalityifn+ni>O.Thusifn+O,onehas 
ah, 4 ) a~ =(n+nl - 1, r+r&+z, r+rr)>(n, r-l)++) 
which is a contradiction, ;ince ag&Y = abzJaX. Therefore nl = 0, i.e. fr E k[ Y]. Let 
g(Y) be such that g’(Y)=f,(Y). Then cr = c(fr)=J(#-l) where # = 
(X-g(Y), Y). It follows that 
J(W = JW*J(cP, = 4--f& *c(f& *(am 9 l 9 cI--lat--14 
=: c(-fi)c(fl)al l ‘cz 9 l l *ct-lat-l 4, = alc’la2 l 6 l ci-lat-& 
where c: = ‘CiEJfori=2,... , t: So by inductic3 ll/(p E GA&) and so cp E GA&). 
This completes the induction, and the proof. 
Remarks. A matrix 
ig1 g2 
‘h h2 ) 
End k-&k[X, Y]) if and only if it is 
the weak Jacobian theorem reduces 
the following: 
with coefficients in k[X, Y] will be the Jacobian matrix of an element of 
exact, i.e. ag& Y = ah&X for i = 1,2. Thus 
the Jacobian conjecture for two variables to 
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Restatement (of Jacobian conjecture for n = 2). Suppose o E G&(k[X, Y)) is 
exact. Then o E G&(k[X, Y]). 
One possible approach 
described in (2) and (3). Recall that : 
A@ = e(k) & c, 
2 ’ 
w ha.ere 
c=K, .) * O E&(k(X)[YI);U tEk”,f(x, O)EL[Xl). ’ 
Ctioosing the coset representatives I and 9 as in (3), we let 
J*= 
Given w EM with normal form (b, or ;, b d?z(k), w E W(I, J) then w E 
G&(k[X, Y]) if and only if each element of J which appears in w is in Jo, i.e. 
w E W(I, Jo). The problem is to show that if cr) is an exact element of GLz(k[X, Y]), 
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